
 

 

Eclipse ImageEncoder Preferred by South American Mastering 
Facilities 

February12, 2002 

M3/REPLITECH – Los Angeles, California – Eclipse ImageEncoder Systems have 
become the encoder of preference in South American. Recently the three major 
mastering facilities in South America purchased Eclipse ImageEncoders for 
installation in their new Laser Beam Recorders, or for upgrading existing LBR’s. 

Bob Edmonds, VP of Sales & Marketing for Eclipse stated; “We are very proud of 
this accomplishment. This represents another significant milestone for Eclipse, but 
even more importantly we appreciate the enthusiastic acceptance we have 
experienced in the South American industry. Our success comes from listening to 
our customers and providing clear solutions for their mastering needs. In addition 
to working closely with our customers on a one-to-one basis, we put a great deal 
of effort into customer relationships and after-sales customer support.” 

The Eclipse ImageEncoder supports all recordable formats and the latest 
encryption schemes. Eclipse’s proprietary ImageEncoder incorporates the latest 
in analytical, encryption and device support while providing high-speed 
encoding technology. Its easy-to-use user interface is designed to make 
manufacturing’s job easier, while providing the mastering engineering staff with 
access to over 400 selectable “analysis rules” to monitor, flag and report key 
mastering parameters. The multi-tasking, multiple image handling ImageEncoder 
supports direct mastering, or high-speed mastering from hard disk or the network. 
The extensive list of features includes expert analysis, a remote scheduler, 
advanced DSV algorithms, ImageIntegrity checksums and support of major 
encryptions including both CSS and Macrovision encryptions. 

About Eclipse: 

Eclipse, recognized as the new leader in DVD and CD mastering encoders and 
software provides leading edge capability with a reputation for technical 
excellence and world-class customer support in its line of mastering, 
premastering and QC verification tools. Eclipse is the recipient of three TapeDisc 
Business Magazine Technical Excellence Awards for 2002. The awards were 
presented for excellence and innovation for its EclipseSuite Software, 
ImageEncoder Mastering System and EclipseSuite CSS Verification Plug-In 
products. For more information about Eclipse and these products please visit our 
web site at www.eclipsedata.com. 

Contact Information: 

Phone: +1 (925) 224-8880  

Fax: +1 (925) 224-8881  

email: Sales@eclipsedata.com  
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